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Abstract. For the problem of change detection it is difficult to have suf-
ficient amount of ground truth information that is needed in supervised
learning. On the contrary it is easy to identify a few labeled patterns by
the experts. In this situation to avoid wastage of available information
semi-supervision is suggestible to enhance the performance of unsuper-
vised ones. Here we present the fuzzy clustering based semi-supervised
technique to detect the changes in remote sensing images that takes care
of spatial correlation between neighboring pixels of the difference image
produced by comparing two images acquired on the same geographical
area at different times. To do so two classical fuzzy clustering algorithms,
namely fuzzy c-means (FCM) and Gustafson Kessel clustering (GKC) al-
gorithms have been used in semi-supervised way. For clustering purpose
various image features are extracted using the neighborhood information
of pixels. To show the effectiveness of the proposed technique, exper-
iments are conducted on two multispectral and multitemporal remote
sensing images. Results are compared with those of existing unsuper-
vised fuzzy clustering based technique, Markov random field (MRF) &
neural network based algorithms and found to be superior.

Keywords: Semi-supervision, remote sensing, change detection, multi-
temporal images, fuzzy clustering, fuzzy c-means clustering, Gustafson
Kessel clustering.

1 Introduction

In remote sensing applications, change detection is the process of identifying
differences in the state of an object or phenomenon by analyzing a pair of im-
ages acquired on the same geographical area at different times. This is useful
to identify vegetation changes [6], monitoring shifting cultivations, studies on
land-use/land-cover dynamics, burned area assessment [4], monitoring urban
growth etc.
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Before performing change detection between two multitemporal images, a cer-
tain degree of pre-processing is needed because of co-registration error, radio-
metric and geometric errors [8]. After pre-processing, the multitemporal images
are taken as input and compared pixel by pixel to generate another image, called
the difference image (DI), using different spectral bands. Among various meth-
ods, CVA (i.e. Change Vector Analysis) is the most popular one [8] and is used
in our study also.

In literature mainly two directions are suggested to detect the changes in
remotely sensed data, in supervised and unsupervised [1,5,6,8,9] manner. In su-
pervised ones a set of training patterns is required for learning the classifier.
In real-life it is difficult to have data containing spectral signatures of changes
from which training patterns can be generated. In such situations (in absence
of ground truth information) unsupervised techniques are opted as there is no
need of training data.

Unsupervised change detection can be done either using context-insensitive
or context-sensitive procedures. Histogram thresholding [4] is of the first kind.
The threshold value may be selected by manual trial-and-error (MTET) pro-
cess or by automatic techniques to analyze the statistical distribution of the
DI, where spatial correlation between the neighboring pixels is not taken into
account. To remove this bottleneck, context-sensitive techniques [1] based on
MRF are proposed where selection of a proper model for the statistical distribu-
tions of changed and unchanged classes are required. In order to overcome the
limitations imposed by the need of selecting or estimating a statistical model for
changed and unchanged class distributions, unsupervised, distribution free and
context-sensitive change detection techniques based on neural networks [8,9] and
fuzzy clustering [7] have been proposed. It was analyzed in [7] that techniques
based on fuzzy clustering are less time & computation intensive (than all existing
techniques) but comparable in terms of efficiency. An attempt was made [7] to re-
cover the changed and unchanged regions of the DI by constructing two clusters.
Normally the pixels of the DI belonging to two clusters changed and unchanged
are not separable by sharp boundaries (as they are highly overlapped). As fuzzy
clustering technique is more appropriate and realistic to separate overlapping
clusters, fuzzy clustering techniques had been chosen (in [7]) to have a better
judgement of the two groups. In this regard two fuzzy clustering algorithms
namely fuzzy c-means [3] and Gustafson Kessel [10] were used.

For the problem of change detection in remotely sensed images experts can
collect a small amount of information (in the form of labeled patterns) about the
two classes easily. This less amount of collected labeled patterns is not sufficient
for choosing supervised methods. Then to utilize the available information semi-
supervision is fruitful. In the present work we have integrated semi-supervision
with the unsupervised methodology (proposed in [7]) to detect the changes. It
has been seen [2,11] that by supplying a minimum knowledge (by means of a few
labeled patterns) the outcome of fuzzy clustering can be improved. The supplied
labeled data steer the partitioning to a more (than the unsupervised version)
appropriate one to yield better result.
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To assess our proposed technique, experiments are carried out on three real
world data sets and compared the results with those obtained by already pub-
lished work. The proposed technique has an edge with respect to both error and
time requirement.

2 Clustering

Cluster analysis partitions a data set into a reasonable number of disjoint groups,
where each group contains similar patterns. The partitions are such that pat-
terns are “homogeneous” within the clusters and “heterogeneous” between the
clusters.

2.1 Hard C -Means (HCM) Clustering

In this simplest clustering technique, from a set of patterns, c number of patterns
are randomly chosen as initial cluster centers. In each iteration the patterns are
assigned to the cluster having the nearest center; and the centers are updated
accordingly. The centers are arithmetic mean of the patterns assigned to a cluster
at the previous iteration. Thus, if V = [v1,v2, ..,vc], includes c number of vectors
vi, (vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ c) of cluster centers, then after the first iteration vi becomes
the arithmetic mean of the patterns assigned to the ith cluster. This process
continues until the centers become stable (the difference of the values in two
successive iterations becomes less than ε, a predefined small positive constant)
i.e. no changes occur from the partitioning point of view.

The HCM algorithm basically minimizes the following objective function

J(X;V) =
c∑

i=1

n∑

k=1

||(xk − vi)||2, (1)

where X = [x1,x2, ..,xn], i.e., X includes n unlabeled objects and xk is the
kth unlabeled object with ||(xk − vi)||2 (Euclidean norm) as the dissimilarity
measure between xk and the ith cluster.

2.2 Fuzzy Clustering

In fuzzy clustering the elements are assigned not only to one cluster, but to
all the clusters with certain degree of belonging. This belongingness to groups
is not hard/crisp, rather soft and gradual and is represented by a numeric
value between 0 to 1 (called, “membership grade”). Amongst various fuzzy
clustering algorithms, Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) [3] is the basic one. As it has
some limitations, several algorithms have been developed further to improve its
performance [10].
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Fuzzy C-Means Clustering (FCM). FCM attempts to find fuzzy partition-
ing of a given pattern-set by minimizing the following objective function

Jm(X; U,V) =
c∑

i=1

n∑

k=1

(μik)m||(xk − vi)||2 (2)

where U, the fuzzy partition matrix, is computed as
U = [μik]∈ Mfcn,

vi =
∑n

k=1(μik)mxk∑n
k=1(μik)m

(3)

and the membership value of the kth element belonging to the ith cluster, μik,
is expressed as

μik =
1

∑c
j=1

(
dik

djk

) 2
(m−1)

, (4)

with dik =
√||(xk − vi)||2 and m(> 1) as a parameter, called fuzzifier. Efficiency

of FCM is highly dependent on the proper selection of the fuzzifier. For m >> 1
the process is more fuzzy. During optimization of Jm(X ; U, V ), following two
constraints must be satisfied, (i)

∑c
i=1 μik = 1 and (ii) μik ∈ [0, 1]. Note that,

HCM is a special case of FCM with μik=0 or 1, ∀ i and k.
Though FCM is famous for its simplicity, it tends to recover clusters with simi-

lar sizes and circular shapes. When clusters have non-spherical (ellipsoidal/linear
varieties) shapes, FCM fails to provide good performance.

Gustafson-Kessel Clustering (GKC). Since FCM employs Euclidean norm
to measure the dissimilarity between patterns and cluster centers, only spherical
shapes can be recovered using FCM. Gustafson and Kessel introduced [10] adap-
tive distance norm to measure the distance between clusters using covariance
matrix of the cluster centers. Using GKC ellipsoidal shapes could be detected.
Each cluster has its own norm-inducing matrix Ai, a positive definite symmetric
one, for automatically adapting the shapes of the clusters. The fuzzy covariance
matrix Fi of the ith cluster is expressed as

Fi =
∑n

k=1(μik)m(xk − vi)(xk − vi)T

∑n
k=1(μik)m

. (5)

The distance, DikAi is represented as

DikAi =
√

(xk − vi)T Ai(xk − vi), (6)

where Ai = [ρidet(Fi)]1/ηF−1
i , η is the dimension of patterns and ρi is a prede-

fined constant which controls the shape of the corresponding cluster restraining
its size.
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Thus
μik =

1
∑c

j=1(
dikAi

djkAi
)

2
(m−1)

. (7)

It is noticeable that in the first step of the algorithm, though U is initialized
randomly, ρi has to be set reasonably to catch up proper shapes of the clusters
during optimization.

3 Proposed Semi-supervised Change Detection Technique

Several techniques (e.g. [2,11]) have been proposed to enhance the performance
of fuzzy clustering with the aid of semi-supervision. The present work is inspired
by [2]. Here we have incorporated semi-supervision to the already existing un-
supervised change detection technique [7]. It has been observed from the results
that the present concept can boost up the performance of the existing one.

The labeled patterns can be collected in many ways. Here, for experimen-
tal purpose labeled patterns from both the classes (changed & unchanged) are
acquired randomly (5% from changed & 1% from unchanged) from the ground
truth . The ground truth is generated by manual analysis of two multitemporal
images of the same geographical area at different times.

Memberships (μl
ik) are known & hard for the labeled patterns (xl). The initial

locations of the cluster centers are computed by (8),

vi,l =
∑nl

k=1(μ
l
ik)mxl

k∑nl

k=1(μ
l
ik)m

. (8)

The memberships (μnl
ik) for the unlabeled ones (xnl) are initialized using this vi,l

by (4). For calculating cluster centers afterwards labeled patterns also participate
along with unlabeled ones. This is done using (9). At the subscript of (9), “semi”
denotes the effect of semi-supervision while evaluating cluster means at every
iteration.

vi,semi =
(∑nl

k=1(μ
l
ik)mxl

k +
∑nnl

k=1(μ
nl
ik)mxnl

k∑nl

k=1(μ
l
ik)m +

∑nnl

k=1(μ
nl
ik)m

)
. (9)

For a clear comparison we have applied the same concept in hard clustering
(HCM) also and named the process as SEMI HCM. As in fuzzy ones the cluster
centers are initialized using the labeled patterns only and the labeled & un-
labeled patterns both participate while updating them. The assignment (and
reassignment) of patterns during optimization is done only for the unlabeled
ones.

4 Experimental Results

To assess the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we considered three multi-
temporal remote sensing data sets corresponding to geographical areas of Mexico,
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Sardinia island, Italy and Peloponnesian Peninsula, Greece [8]. Similar findings
were obtained for all these data sets. Considering the space limitations, here we
have presented results for only Mexico data set.

We have presented comparative analysis of the performances of our proposed
semi-supervised algorithms with their corresponding unsupervised variants and
one context-insensitive technique (namely MTET) & two context-sensitive tech-
niques. MTET produces a minimum error change detection map by finding an
optimal decision threshold for DI assuming pixels are independent in spatial
domain. The change detection technique presented in [4], where EM is com-
bined with MRF (in this article it will be referred as EM+MRF) and a tech-
nique based on ‘Hopfield-Type Neural Networks’ [8] (HTNN) are considered as
context-sensitive techniques for comparison.

The data set used is made up of two multispectral images acquired in an area
of Mexico on 18th April 2000 and 20th May 2002 (Fig. 1). The corresponding
difference image and the reference map are also shown in Fig. 1. The change
detection maps obtained by the SEMI HCM, SEMI FCM and SEMI GKC are
shown in Figs. 2 (a), 2 (b), 2 (c) respectively.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. Band 4 image of Mexico area. (a) acquired in April 2000, (b) acquired in May
2002, (c) corresponding difference image and (d) reference map of the changed area.

Quantitative analysis is carried out in terms of overall error (OE), number
of false alarms (i.e., unchanged pixels identified as changed ones -FA) and
missed alarms (i.e., changed pixels categorized as unchanged ones -MA). It is
better to have less missed alarms because it denotes the actual changes that
the algorithm failed to detect. Also overall error should be minimum.

We have compared the change detection map created by SEMI HCM,
SEMI FCM and SEMI GKC with the ground truth image (used as reference
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 2. Change detection maps obtained by (a) SEMI HCM, (b) SEMI FCM, and (c)
SEMI GKC

map) and put the results in Table 1. For fuzzy techniques, the value of m affects
the results. Here we have presented the best results, obtained by varying m. For
GKC algorithm ρis affect the results and we set them accordingly. For all the
experiments, ε is set to 0.0000001.

Table 1. Missed alarms, false alarms and overall error for Mexico data set

Techniques used MA FA OE

MTET 2404 2187 4591

HCM 3425 734 4159

SEMI HCM 3200 706 3906

HTNN 558 2707 3265

EM+MRF (β = 1.5) 946 2257 3203

FCM (m = 14) 1178 1734 2912

SEMI FCM (m = 14) 1059 1651 2710

GKC (m = 15.5, ρ1 = 1, ρ2 = 2.2) 1452 1076 2528

SEMI GKC (m = 15.5, ρ1 = 1, ρ2 = 2.2) 1336 1084 2420

From Table 1 it is seen that by using semi-supervised fuzzy clustering
(SEMI FCM or SEMI GKC) we can attain better performance than all the pre-
suggested techniques. Also the proposed algorithms are better than their crisp
version (SEMI HCM). Overall error incurred by SEMI FCM is less than that ob-
tained by SEMI HCM; and SEMI GKC incurred the least error. GKC produced
better results as it can handle non-spherical clusters also [7]. As SEMI GKC
produced even better than that we can state that semi-supervision can handle
the situation well.
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Although the existing techniques produced reasonable performance, they re-
quire either the assumption of distributions of classes and is very time consuming
(in EM+MRF and HTNN) or needs much more effort to implement (in HTNN).
On the other hand, the proposed technique does not require any a priori knowl-
edge of the data distributions and is very fast.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Semi-supervised fuzzy clustering algorithms for detecting changes in multitem-
poral, multispectral remote sensing images have been proposed. The proposed
context-sensitive techniques can enhance the performance of the corresponding
unsupervised versions. They do not require explicit assumption about the under-
lying classes like context-sensitive process presented in [4] (EM+MRF) as they
are distribution free as well as they are less computation intensive. Compared
to another context-sensitive technique proposed in [8] (HTNN), they are very
simple, easy to implement and have improved performance.
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